SUPPOR T, SHAPE, FEEL- GOOD

Dedicated to helping women through the
different stages of pregnancy, it was
evident to the makers of the Tummy
Tucker that the process does not stop
after giving birth. After pregnancy
women need that extra
support to help them through
the natural transformation
their body has undergone.
The Swiss engineered Tummy
Tucker started out as a test
from world renowned doctors
striving to find a way for new moms
to naturally heal and get back to their
former shape. After several attempts
they perfected what has now become the
world´s favorite post-partum slimming belt.
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Swiss engineered post-partum belt
designed for optimal SUPPOR T
quickly gets you into SHAPE
makes new moms FEEL- GOOD
MADE FROM 100% LATEX FREE BAMBOO
ADJUSTABLE FOR A COMFORTABLE FIT
REDUCES STOMACH, HIPS AND WAIST
SUPPORTS CORE ABDOMINAL, BACK AND LEG MUSCLES
OFFERS SUPPORT WHILE BREASTFEEDING
PROVIDES COMFORT WHILE HEALING AFTER C-SECTION
MINIMIZES STRETCH MARKS
ACCELERATES NATURAL HEALING
APPLIES MEDICAL GRADE COMPRESSION TO EXPEDIATE FLUIDS
PROMOTES MUSCLE MEMORY TO HELP GET INTO SHAPE

Bamboo Original
Tummy Tucker is the renowned Swiss-engineered support band
designed to be worn after birth. Made from the softest eco-friendly
bamboo it gently binds your abdominal muscles to expedite fluids
and offer optimal support. Tummy Tucker compresses your hips,
stomach and waist which have all expanded during pregnancy,
helping to quickly get you back into shape. Tummy Tucker is highly
recommended after a C-section to assist in supporting the wound
and muscle reformation by promoting natural healing. It also assists
in reducing back discomfort by encouraging correct posture and
spine alignment. Tummy Tucker in essence is the optimal tool to
support, shape and make every new mom feel good.

SIZES
XS
S
M
L
XL

cm
| 71-83
up to size 34
cm
| 84-95
size 35 to 39
cm
| 96-111
size 40 to 44
cm
| 112-126
size 45 to 50
cm
| 127-145
size 52 to 58

COLORS
PINK

BLACK NUDE
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Belly Helper
Because support is essential during pregnancy the makers of
Tummy Tucker have revolutionized the maternity support belt. Belly
Helper was constructed to give ultimate support to the belly and
back while pregnant. Engineered to focus on sustaining the core
abdominal and back muscles, it helps to minimize stretch marks by
providing extra support to the hips. Belly Helper is unique in that it
increases the circulation and blood flow which help to decrease
vericose veins, hernias, and hemorrhoids. This in turn can alleviate
bladder discomfort and ease sciatic, back, and leg pain. The best
thing about Belly Helper is that it has 12” of adjustability for your
growing belly!

SIZES
XS
S
M
L
XL

| 86 cm, 51 cm
| 96 cm, 58 cm
| 106 cm, 65 cm
| 116 cm, 72 cm
| 126 cm, 79 cm

COLORS
NUDE
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Bra Extender
We know that when undergoing your
pregnancy, your belly is not the only thing
expanding. That is why we have created
the new bra extender. This allows you to
easily expand the size of your bra to what
fits most comfortably. With three position
hooks this simple item fits most bra sizes
and can be adjusted to your preferred
length. The perfect complement for your
pregnancy, the Bra Extender comes with
every Belly Helper but can also be
purchased separately!

52 mm

Comes in
BLACK AND WHITE
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